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The December holidays always arrive as a series of sharp counterpoints. The 

festive lights of Hanukkah candles and Christmas trees illumine the darkest time of the 
year. The holidays themselves, which we traditionally celebrate by gift-giving and 
merry-making, originated from experiences of oppression and brutality — of the Jews by 
the ancient Greeks in the case of Hanukkah and by the ancient Romans in the case of 
Christmas. 

The Pulitzer Prize-winning German-born American poet Lisel Mueller died 
earlier this year. She came with her family to the US in 1939. Her father was an 
intellectual who had been targeted by Hitler.  

In a short prose poem titled “Triage,” Mueller writes, “Bertolt Brecht lamented 
that he lived in an age when it was almost a crime to talk about trees, because that 
meant being silent about so much evil.” To celebrate the elm trees along Chicago's 
lakefront, she says, “is to be silent about the people who sit and sleep underneath them, 
the homeless poor who are hauled away by the city like trash, except it has no place to 
dump them.” The poem concludes, “To speak of one thing is to suppress another. When 
I talk about myself, I cannot talk about you. You know this as you listen to me, 
disappointment settling in your face.”  

When my wife Holly and I decorate our Christmas tree, I inevitably think of this 
poem. As we hang our ornaments, many of which remind us of people we love, or places 
we have been, or experiences we have enjoyed, I also call to mind what we are being 
silent about. Especially in the darkest season of the year, I call to mind those whom love 
has forgotten and enjoyment has bypassed, who may have no tree to decorate or even a 
home in which to decorate it. 

The man-made evil in our world — racism, sexism, bigotry, poverty, and so on — 
surrounds us on every front. The way we celebrate the intertwined holidays of 
Hanukkah and Christmas often distracts us from the brokenness of the world, and it’s 
true that we need some distractions, especially now. The year 2020 of the Common Era 
has been an enervating year, and it’s not over yet. Even so, the true meaning of 
Hanukkah and Christmas shine through not when we ignore the troubles around us, but 
when we respond to them. 

By the time the Romans executed a Jewish rabbi named Jesus in the year 33, the 
Jews had endured a viciously brutal occupation by the Romans for nearly 200 years. In 
the year 70, the situation of the Jews became even more desperate. The Roman legions 
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marched on Jerusalem in order to destroy the Temple, which had for more than a 
thousand years served as symbol and substance of the Jewish faith.  

As the Romans approached, two groups of Jews fled to safety. One group, led by 
rabbis dedicated to study of Torah, settled on the Mediterranean coast and established 
the tradition of Rabbinic Judaism. The other group, the followers of Jesus, dispersed to 
Syria, Asia Minor, and North Africa. 

The first group of Jews believed the Temple had been destroyed because Israel 
hadn’t faithfully kept God’s law. The second group believed that doubling down on 
Torah study wasn’t the answer. In their darkest hour of need, with the survival of their 
faith hanging by a thread, this small group of Jews looked to an unlikely savior: a short-
lived itinerant preacher from the hinterlands of Palestine, who had been killed by the 
Romans decades before. They believed Jesus had taught a better way to be Jewish — by 
living out the simple command to love God and love your neighbor.  

Set against this historical backdrop, the poet W.H. Auden decided in 1942 to cast 
the Christmas story as a response to the cataclysms of his time. His 1,500-line poem 
titled “For the Time Being” is subtitled “A Christmas Oratorio.” With Hitler on the 
march and the world consumed by war, Auden writes: 

 
The evil and armed drawn near; 
The weather smells of their hate 
And the houses smell of our fear; 
Death has opened its white eye 
And the [darkness] calls the thief 
As the evil and armed drawn near. 

 
As with the Romans, the evil of Nazism was so monstrous, its depravity so 

complete, that annihilation seemed almost inevitable and any other outcome virtually 
impossible. Even those who escaped Hitler wouldn’t escape eventual death by other 
causes. Staring fully into this existential abyss, Auden writes: 

 
We who must die demand a miracle. 
How could the Eternal do a temporal act, 
The Infinite become a finite fact? 
Nothing can save us that is possible. 
We who must die demand a miracle. 

 
The miracle, in Auden’s subsequent retelling of the Christmas story, is not the 

magical means of Jesus’ conception, but rather the miraculous impact of his teaching 
and example. In fact, what his followers learned from him wasn’t that he could defy 
tyrants and survive, which he didn’t. Indeed, many of his followers then and since have 
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perished by the sword. Instead, they learned that a life of love and service can have 
transformative power.  

Miracles, in other words, mostly happen not in life-and-death struggles between 
good and evil, but in day-to-day efforts to prove ourselves worthy of the time and gifts 
we have been given. These ordinary times — Auden calls them “The Time Being” —
challenge us to confront the ordinary evils of our time, by finding the lost, feeding the 
hungry, healing the sick, comforting the brokenhearted, and freeing the oppressed.  

In the final section of his poem, about what follows after Christmas, Auden points 
out how easily we can be distracted from this transformative work. He writes:  

 
Once again 
As in previous years we have seen the actual Vision and failed 
To do more than entertain it as an agreeable possibility… 
But, for the time being, here we all are, 
Back in the moderate Aristotelian city 
Of darning and the Eight-Fifteen, where Euclid’s geometry 
And Newton’s mechanics would account for our experience, 
And the kitchen table exists because I scrub it. 
It seems to have shrunk during the holidays. The streets 
Are much narrower than we remembered; we had forgotten 
The office was as depressing as this. To those who have seen  
The Child, however dimly, however incredulously,  
The Time Being is, in a sense, the most trying time of all… 
There are bills to be paid, machines to keep in repair, 
Irregular verbs to learn, the Time Being to redeem 
From insignificance. 

 
To those who have seen the child, Auden says, the time being is the most trying 

time of all. My own view is that Auden doesn’t mean that the time being is the most 
frustrating or vexing, but rather that it’s the time that most puts us to the test. The time 
being asks us to prove our moral courage — to reveal what kind of difference we are 
committed to making. 

Hanukkah and Christmas remind us that miracles can happen – what’s infinite 
can become a finite fact. Hanukkah reminds us that a small group of committed people 
can redeem the time. Jewish warriors known as the Maccabees, whose name in Hebrew 
means “strong as a hammer,” fought against the Greek occupying forces until they 
reclaimed the Temple in Jerusalem for Jewish faith and practice. According to legend, 
the victorious Jews wanted to rekindle the eternal flame in the Temple, but they had 
only one flask of oil, enough for one day. They lit the flame nonetheless, and it 
miraculously burned for eight days, until more oil could be pressed. The light of the 
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Hanukkah menorah, with one candle burning for each of the eight days, symbolizes the 
triumph of light over darkness, of freedom over tyranny. 

Christmas reminds us that even one person can redeem the time. A humbly-born 
child from Bethlehem grew up to be denounced by many of his fellow Jews before he 
was brutally killed by the Romans. He wasn’t even a footnote to history for nearly half a 
century. But his life of love and service had made a lasting impression on at least a few 
of his followers, who continued to remember his teachings and recall his presence. In 
their hour of greatest need, they held him up as an example worth following, thereby 
redeeming their lives — and his life as well — from insignificance.  

The miracle isn’t that one child who could save humanity was magically born in 
Bethlehem long ago. Rather, the miracle is that any child born, no matter how humble 
or obscure, can help save humanity. If nothing that can save us seems possible, then we 
need to demand a miracle — a miracle of our own making. 

Kamala Harris would be a modern-day savior even if she hadn’t been named, 
with Joe Biden, TIME magazine’s person of the year in 2020. In her speech accepting 
the vice presidential nomination, she said, “While I may be the first woman in this 
office, I won’t be the last. Because every little girl watching tonight sees that this is a 
country of possibilities.” Harris didn’t start being a prophet of possibility when Biden 
nominated her; she’s been doing it all her life — as a district attorney, as an attorney 
general, and as a US Senator. 

Jericho Brown would be a modern-day savior even if he hadn’t won the 2020 
Pulitzer Prize in Poetry. His poetry, the Pulitzer citations says, “questions why and how 
we’ve become accustomed to terror: in the bedroom, the classroom, the workplace, and 
the movie theater.” Brown responds, “If I am a poet of witness, or a poet at all, then I am 
not telling the truth if I only witness atrocity… Part of what I write about, because I have 
to tell the truth, is what keeps us facing the atrocity.” Jericho Brown has been facing 
atrocity and telling the truth about it all his life. 

Andrea Ghez would be a modern-day savior even if she hadn’t won the 2020 
Nobel Prize in Physics. Twenty-five years ago as a newly-minted astronomer, she walked 
into the office of Hilton Lewis, head of the Keck Observatory in Hawaii, and demanded 
use of the one of their newest and most important scientific instruments to do 
something that everyone else agreed couldn’t be done: prove that a massive black hole 
lurked at the center of our Milky Way Galaxy. 

No way, Lewis responded. It will break the instrument, and besides, it would be a 
waste of time. It can’t be done. Ghez wasn’t dissuaded, and Lewis eventually relented. 
Ghez ultimately proved her point, hence the Nobel Prize. Writing in the October issue of 
Scientific American, Lewis says, “It is no exaggeration to say that Andrea has personally 
inspired aspiring scientists everywhere, and she serves as a role model for what ability, 
grit and commitment can accomplish.” 

Even if you’re not a physicist, or poet, or politician, you can still be a modern-day 
savior. You can be a role model for what ability, grit and commitment can accomplish. 
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You can ask why we’ve become accustomed to terror. You can be spurred on by the 
belief that our nation’s greatest possibilities lie ahead of us. 

These seasonal festivals of light in the season of greatest darkness remind us to 
prove ourselves worthy of the time and gifts we have been given. It’s our turn to redeem 
the time — to do our part to transform the world, whether inspired by the Maccabees or 
by Jesus or by contemporary saviors. As you light your menorah, decorate your tree, and 
finish your shopping, remember that you are called to be a savior too. For the time 
being, we are all saviors now. 
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